
Motivation

Men and women lose bone at 0.3%-0.5% per year since
midlife

Bone loss rate is 3%-5% per year for 5 to 7 years
following menopause

WHI study found hormone therapy(HT) increased risk for
cardiovascular disease and breast cancer

Plant-derived estrogens such as soy
phytoestrogens(isoflavones) may have beneficial effects
on menopausal syptoms

Recent studies suggest potential role for soy in
preventing postmenopausal bone loss
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Overview

Hypothesis: soy comsumptions is associated with lower
risk of fracture

Study design: prospective cohort of postmenopausal
women

Data collection: in person interviews at baseline and 2 to
3 years followup

Primary endpoints: incident fracture, time to fracture
from baseline

Primary predictor: soy intake based on food frequency
questionaires
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Overview cont’d

Statistical analysis: Cox PH model, adjust for
confounders, test for trend

Results: relative risks are 1.00, 0.72(0.62-0.83),
0.69(0.59-0.80),0.64(0.55-0.76), and 0.63(0.53-0.76)
across quintiles of soy protein intake (p < 0:001 for trend).

Conclusion: soy consumption is inversely associated
with risk of fracture among postmenopausal women,
especially among those in early years following
menopause.
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Strength of the study

First to directly address the association between soy
intake and risk of fracture
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Strength of the study

First to directly address the association between soy
intake and risk of fracture

Large population-based prospective cohort design, long
duration

Study population has high, wide range of soy
consumption

Food frequency questionaire has fairly good validity and
reliability

In-person interview, high response rate

Adjusted for multiple confounders

Correctly point out this observational study cannot
establish causal relationship
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Can we improve the analysis?

Can soy consumption ever be cause for fracture or
non-fracture?

Direct causes of fracture include slip and fall, hit by a car,
etc.

Soy may reduce risk of fracture only through increasing
bone density or slowing bone loss

Have we established association between soy
consumption and bone density?

Implications: subject to serious confouding, time to event
is not a good endpoint
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Data collection

Both outcome and soy intake are subject to large recall
bias and measurement errors

This is tough to correct, any suggestions?

Would be nice to ascertain fracture through medical
record

Would be nice to see a summary of different types of
fractures

Continuous assessment of soy intake over a short
period, during different seasons?

Assessment of FFQ show agreement, not reliability and
accuracy
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Statistical analysis

Is time to fracture a good endpoint for soy consumption?

Categorizing the soy instake has serious consequences

Arbitary cutoffs

Introduce breaks in the risk, same risk for the whole
group

2 vs 3: OR=1.01(0.87, 1.89), 2 vs 5: 0.998(0.85, 1.17)

Bias the results and conclusion if selectively compare to
the worst group

Using median values to replace actual soy instakes for
the whol group in trend test
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